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A Presidential Masquerade Ball is the perfect place 
to assassinate the president. Too bad all these pesky 
secret service agents keep getting in the way. Not to 
mention all the cabinet members being framed for 
the president’s murder. 

Either protect the president, find his would-be killers, 
or survive if you are the president...



What better way to spend your night at the ball, getting 
to know drunk people and exchanging messages?!

1 President, 
4 Assassins, 
4 Agents & 
6+ Cabinet Members 
are each given 12 messages to exchange. 



As for the cryptic messages...

The President receives 
1 Presidential Seal + 12 Compliments 

Four Assassins receive         
4 Bullets + 8 Compliments

Four Agents receive          
2 Handcuffs/ Killer Accusations + 
10 Compliments

Six or more Cabinet Members receive
12 Compliments

You’re sexy. 
Just saying.

You’re sexy. 
Just saying.



STARTING THE GAME
All guests form a ring, facing inwards. Each guest is 
randomly assigned a role and given 12 starting messages. 
Agents are secretly told who the president is.

ROUNDS AND TURNS
Each round involves passing 3 messages. Each guest 
must pass a starting message of their choice to 3 
different guests, and receive 3 messages in return. 
GUESTS DO NOT LOOK AT RECEIVED MESSAGES 
UNTIL THE END OF THE ROUND.

Guests keep the messages they receive: they only 
pass their starting messages. Guests must keep received 
and starting messages separate.

By the end of each round, each guest will have received 
3 new messages and lost 3 starting messages (After the 
first round, guests will have 9 of their original messages 
and 3 new messages). 

They can ONLY look at these at the end of the round. 
After looking, guests all discard their received messages.



PRESIDENT:
Gives Compliments
Receive Accusation: no effect.
Receives Bullets: Loses Bulletproof vest. If the vest is 
already lost, dies. 

ASSASSIN
Gives Compliments.
Gives Bullets. ONLY 1 bullet can be given per round.
Receive Bullet or Receive Compliment: no effect
Receive Accusation: Arrested and must leave the party.

AGENTS
Gives Compliments and Accusations.
Receives Bullet: Die
Receives Accusation or Compliment: No Effect 

CABINET MEMBERS
Gives Compliments
Receives Bullet: Die
Recieves Accusation or Compliment: No effect.



Multiple bullets received in a single round all count as 
one bullet.

NOTE:
It is advantageous for agents to watch the exchange of 
messages, and to be conservative with their accusations.

GAME END
Whichever assassin kills the president wins the game.

If assassins are all caught, or the president survives the 
party,  the rest of the guests win the game.


